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Product information

How it works
The screenFloww has been specially developed to help protect and
maintain the natural energy of the human system in the vicinity of a
computer or television screen.
The screenFloww was developed in accordance with the principle of
resonance. Among other things it consists of a circuit of electronic
components that respond to radiation emitted by a screen.
The screenFloww resonates with the radiation as it were. In doing so
the screenFloww creates a subtle but distinct field that is ‘fed’ by the
radiation source. This field, which we call a Floww Field, serves to offset
the possibly harmful radiation.
Floww Field
With the flowing waves of the Floww Field created by the screenFloww
we want to neutralise the often angular or blocked radiation and in doing
so help to maintain a sense of ease and vitality in the body.
screenFloww as an addition to other Floww products
The screenFloww was developed to be used in addition to the
homeFloww Set and the pocketFloww, but it can also be used on its own.
The screenFloww is an essential additional device because a computer or
television screen is a source of radiation that people:
1. are often exposed to for long periods, and
2. the distance between the radiation source and the user is very small.
The screenFloww creates a distinct Floww Field around the radiation
source.
Range
The screenFloww has a range of 1 metre around the screen.
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As far as possible Floww products are produced, packaged and transported with environment and
people friendly materials.

screenFloww
Instructions for use
- Place the screenFloww as close as possible to the screen in question.
Certainly no more than 30 cm from the screen.
- The screenFloww is suitable for all (TFT, LCD, Plasma and CRT) computer
and television screens.
- Never place more than one screenFloww near the same screen.
More than one screenFloww in close proximity to the same screen can
interfere with one another.
- The screenFloww can be placed on, in front of or behind the computer
or television screen.
In the home: If a television screen is mounted on the wall, the screenFloww
can be placed on top of the screen.
Out and about: If you are working on a laptop, the screenFloww can be
placed on the hinge next to the screen.
Withdrawal symptoms
- During the first week some people experience so-called ‘withdrawal
symptoms’, which can include mild headaches or nausea. We believe that
this is because the body is no longer being exposed to the distorted
frequencies that it has become accustomed to. If these symptoms persist
for more than a week please contact the Floww Company or a therapist
associated with the Floww Company.
- For the first two weeks make sure you drink enough (spring or mineral)
water. Adults should drink at least 1.5 litres of water per day. Children over
and up to the age of 12 should drink a litre and half a litre of water per day
respectively.
More advice on how to use the screenFloww and details of the guarantee
More advice on how to use the screenFloww, details of the guarantee,
our brochure and instructions on how to use all of the Floww products can
be found on and downloaded from our website www.geohealth.gr
If you have any questions or comments, or if you would like to share
your experience with other users, please contact Geohealth

Disclaimer
Floww products are not medical devices. If you have a physical ailment, it is always best to seek medical
advice. Floww products should only be used as indicated in the accompanying information.

